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Purpose

To provide guidance that overcomes challenges of roundabout 
implementation and leads to successful outcomes

Learning Objectives
At the end of this webinar, you will be able to:
• Describe how to design safer roundabouts through traffic 

analysis modeling
• Identify flexibility needed in roundabout implementations
• Describe how roundabouts may lower speeds to enhance 

pedestrian and bike integration outcomes
• Utilize other tools outside modeling to support the 

roundabout implementation experience





Roundabout Analysis

Operational and Planning / Scenario Analyses



Goal: Analysis done well enough to add value

Analysis is just one consideration
Models rarely decide - Decision makers consider many things 
(Safety, operations, maintenance, funding, public input, context, modal, materials, 
regional and local land use, etc.)  

The key to successful analysis
Define and stick to a process - It goes to credibility

The WSDOT Way: 
1. If possible, use empirical insights from existing roundabouts
2. If needed, model (Deterministic or Microsimulation? Keep it simple)



Know the difference between a model, a modeler, and 
a modeling process

Every model has adjustments.  
In the hands of a seasoned modeler operating the right models 
within well defined protocols and processes, model results from 
well developed models can help projects and their decision 
makers. 

Anything less can quickly lead to expensive or less than 
desirable outcomes.



Know the difference between a model, a modeler, and 
a modeling process

Caution
If you hear the following, start asking questions immediately:  
Sidra says…, Vissim says…, Synchro says…, Doug says…

What you want to hear is:  The process resulted in the following 
findings…

Also be cautious of precision beyond reason and look for 
sensitivity analyses.



Finding the right model – a balance



SIDRA Guidance/Policy

https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/NR/rdonlyres/0012E6B9-DC52-4B28-AE9C-5E4EACC98C0B/0/SidraPolicy.pdf

https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/NR/rdonlyres/0012E6B9-DC52-4B28-AE9C-5E4EACC98C0B/0/SidraPolicy.pdf


SIDRA Guidance/Policy (cont.)



Vissim Guidance/Policy

https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/NR/rdonlyres/378BEAC9-FE26-4EDA-AA1F-B3A55F9C532F/0/VissimProtocol.pdf

https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/NR/rdonlyres/378BEAC9-FE26-4EDA-AA1F-B3A55F9C532F/0/VissimProtocol.pdf


Precise/Accurate:  Why bother with the details of 
simulation when something out of our control, like 

rain, economic change affecting trucks, ride 
sharing, and many other dynamics happen and can 

impart large and significant effects on traffic 
demand and infrastructure capacity?

Even a good process cannot control everything



Prevailing analysis conditions to target:

Many factors weigh on a roundabout’s 
ability to function. Just as getting 
consensus on the design vehicle, 
prevailing conditions should be 

considered and design volumes/target 
capacity clearly communicated



Traffic composition is dynamic: season, month, day of 
the week, peak hour, peak period, economic cycle



Trend Data
Example: We can’t control how truck types used will be changing 

during the 20 year horizon



Again, we can’t control for everything but we can 
control model choice, focus, and expectations

• Use the least complicated model necessary to help choose 
between solution options

• Limit planning to scenario comparisons; useful findings will 
have scenario deltas greater than likely model error

• Operational models should better understand likely near term 
functionality

Agencies should provide guidance for process, model defaults 
and settings, techniques that help ensure consistent application, 
and state of the practice

Require electronic model files and documentation (methods and 
assumptions doc) for all projects



Guidance



Microsimulation Example

Assumption Documentation



Find my error(s)
Assumption Documentation



Roundabouts can be more 
difficult to model than 
signals for individuals (given 
driver ability variance) but 
populations react 
predictably so their 
individual ability variance 
tends to average out in 
large populations

Human Factors

thus, over time, 
roundabout model 
results reflect well 
enough what actually 
happens in the field so 
they are very appropriate 
for decision making.



https://uknowledge.uky.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1000&context=ce_facpub

Location Factors

https://uknowledge.uky.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1000&context=ce_facpub


Planning Level Initial Settings (Vissim)

• Use conflict areas for single lane, priority rules for multi
• CA: Use 1.5 rear gap, 0.5 front gap, and 0.8 SDF
• PR: Min Gap: 3 sec car, 4 sec bus, 5 sec HGV
• Min Headway:  green goes to about the middle of egress

Too many settings to cover at one time but here are some:



Planning Level Settings (Vissim)

For PR:  buses, and HGV



Planning Level Settings (Vissim)

For CA: The ability for circulating traffic to see approach traffic is 
still important as some circulators will wait for entering trucks in 
the real world but how far ahead will approaching cars normally 
be able to see circulating cars?  You tell me – I can’t find data on 
it yet.  What about front and rear gaps and safety distance?  I 
found data on calibrated models with what is shown below but 
will that work for your location?



Into the Weeds Example 1 (Vissim settings)

Roundabouts require a bit of 
artistry to get traffic to flow 
like a modeler wants but 
make sure to model what’s 
likely.  Thoughts on WB lane 
utilization?  Ask Sidra!



Into the Weeds Example 2 (Vissim settings)

The bigger the network, the more we need to define how 
various links function.  Doing so helps match a model to the 
field.  Will such calibration hold true for future conditions as 
traffic patterns and vehicles change?  AV/EV?



Can Vissim emulate Sidra Dynamic Gap Acceptance?  Not really 
but it can do more than you might think.  Example?

Roundabouts have three stages of yield line behavior – How you 
could code them:
• approaching at speed (PR speed set to 100+ mph)
• follow up or when the circulating roadway is busy (PR set to about 10 

mph max)
• Stopped at yield line (PR speed set to 3 mph max)

Each PR for each lane would need to be applied to each veh type and each 
would have their own min gap time (seconds).  That’s a lot of priority rules 
but the model will do it and by doing so, multi-lanes could better emulate 
what we know about capacity variance for left and right lanes and how 
roundabouts actually begin to queue and discharge which would affect the 
MOE:  duration and extent of congestion.  Ensure min observed is sufficient.

Into the Weeds Example 3 (Vissim settings)



Feel free to use PFF for operations analysis but for future year 
planning analyses which use projected volumes from a TDM 
effort, set PFF = 1.  

For example, if 92 (default) is used, Sidra will grow the already 
projected volumes by another 9% and you’ll likely 
overdesign/overspend/overbuild and as a result, crash rates 
could be overrepresented which will negatively effect national 
roundabout statistics!

Into the Weeds Example 4 (Sidra settings)



Roundabout models are sometimes highly sensitive to certain 
inputs.  In Rodel, modelers need to be careful with flare 
assumptions.  In Sidra, designers and traffic analysis types need 
to be mindful of lane width and short lane length inputs.  If the 
short lane length is less than the adjacent lane’s queue, both 
lanes will be added to form a longer queue length.

Into the Weeds Example 5 (Sidra settings)



Working with Safety Engineers

• These models exist but not my area of modeling
• Safety performance of signals, roundabouts, DDIs etc. are well 

documented – well understood - but we’re still learning and 
evolving – check in with your safety engineer

• Recent research indicates that multi-lane roundabouts get 
better as the public gets used to them (safety performance 
and capacity)



Working with Designers



Working with Designers

Models can look at many scenarios but modelers need to think about how traffic 
wants to travel.  People like to spiral out so open up exits a bit more and reduce 
lanes where possible.  Be mindful of exit speeds when pedestrians are on the 
exit.  Also, keep an eye on your designers – we’re all in this together.  Sidra will 
model either but we should only build/operate one for this location.



Working with Designers

Models can’t do everything.  For example, South leg’s egress geometry.  Why so 
constrained?  If no peds on the south leg - open it up.  Models would not have 
assumed such design constraints on capacity (slow departures and not enough 
splitter top width to help NB traffic optimize available gaps) but I assure you, this 
design has reduced NB and SB capacity in a way a model would not show.



Working with Designers

Will a static model understand crossing distances?  Probably 
not but they are important for both capacity/flow efficiency 
and safety performance.



Working with Designers

Projects can and do have phases.  If the 20 year numbers 
look much bigger than the 10 year, consider building for 20 
but paving out the excess capacity until it is needed (S Leg).



Working with Designers



Working with Pavement Engineers

Models can’t differentiate between ACP and PCCP but 
drivers can (given the conspicuity of the delineation) and 
that affects capacity and safety performance.



Working with Delineation Engineers

Models can’t differentiate between clear striping and poor 
but drivers can.



Working with Elected Officials

Marketing 101: Through experience, we’ve learned that the 
word Mini isn’t received well. Compact is more relatable to 
smaller roundabouts that are placed in context. 

Our 80-95’ ID Compact, 18’ circulating, 15’ approach, 90’ 
entry radius roundabouts were compared to Sidra results 
and Sidra (with our policy settings) matched the field data.



Working with Elected Officials

Show them existing examples like this new ~90 foot ID 
compact

(www.troyohio.gov)(Mike Ullery | Miami Valley Today)



Visuals are an important part of how models can help the 
public, elected officials, and decision makers understand 
what the future can hold - so make a movie or produce 
some helpful graphics!  Make sure to represent movies/clips 
from Vissim as animation rather than analysis.

Working with Decision Makers






Working with Decision Makers

https://www.co.winona.mn.us/

Seeing is…

https://www.co.winona.mn.us/


Credit

For all slides and the information they contain, 
contact me directly:

Doug McClanahan 
State Traffic Analysis Engineer
State Delineations and Markings Engineer 
Washington State Department of Transportation 
Headquarters Traffic Operations Div.
360-705-7984

mcclando@wsdot.wa.gov

mailto:mcclando@wsdot.wa.gov


BASS ROAD/
HADLEY ROAD 
ROUNDABOUT
OWNER: ALLEN COUNTY  | ENGINEER: AMERICAN STRUCTUREPOINT



PROJECT LOCATION: 
Allen County Indiana
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PROJECT HISTORY

Two skewed railroad crossings

Yellow River Road skewed approach

Two-way, stop-controlled intersection

Substandard curvature along Bass

2009 – Existing Intersection: 

Bass/Hadley/Yellow River



EXISTING 
INTERSECTION
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SKEWED 
RAILROAD 
CROSSINGS
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YELLOW 
RIVER 
Skewed 
Intersection
(25 degrees)
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BASS ROAD 
CURVATURE
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EXISTING INTERSECTION

• Freight trains only (no passenger 
trains)

• 4 trains/day

• Trains operate at speeds < 40 mph

• Flashing lights at both crossings

• Gates at Hadley Road crossing

• No gates at Bass Road crossing

• < 2% trucks

• Peak hour traffic, year 2030

• 756 am (864 pm) at Bass crossing

• 758 am (945 pm) at Hadley 
crossing

Railroad Data Traffic Data



PROJECT SCOPE Bass Road

Approximately 4.5 miles of 
widening/reconstruction for 
two-way left turn lane along 
Bass Road

Intersection improvements

Phased design/construction



ORIGINAL DESIGN SOLUTION Bass/Hadley



DESIGN 
ALTERNATIVE 
Circular 
Roundabout



RAILROAD CONCERNS

• Increased traffic through crossings as a 
result of the roundabout 
• Yellow river road traffic crossing twice

• Driver attention to “weaving” instead 
of on the crossings

• Reduced sight distance to warning 
devices

• Traffic stacking on tracks when gates 
come down

• More warning devices than traditional 
crossing

• Future maintenance will require a shut 
down of the roundabout



ADDITIONAL RAILROAD CONCERNS

• Sight Distance to gates

• Complicated Driving
• Entering/Exiting

• Observing and reacting to other entering 
vehicles

• Observing activated crossing signals

• Risk of trapping vehicles on tracks

• Future railroad expansion

• Crossing railroad on curve



DESIGN 
ALTERNATIVE 
Oval
Roundabout



DESIGN GUIDANCE

Railroad Highway 
Grade Crossing 
Handbook

NCHRP Report 

672 – Roundabouts: 

An Informational 

Guide



DESIGN GUIDANCE

Railroad Highway 
Grade Crossing Handbook Roundabouts: An Informational Guide



ENGINEERING
STUDY

Compare alternatives for “measures of effectiveness” (MOEs)
• Capacity analysis

• Queue analysis

• Safety
• Traffic control devices

• Sight distance

• Vehicle escape routes

• Driver decision points

• Effects of track expansion

• Track maintenance

• Right-of-way impacts and construction cost

(Oval roundabout performed similar to the circular roundabout)



COMPARISON Peak Hour Volume (2030)

Signal - 10% More Traffic Crossing Roundabout – 10% Less Traffic Crossing



COMPARISON Peak Hour Volume (2030)

Signal - 10% More Traffic Crossing Roundabout – 10% Less Traffic Crossing

SIGNAL ROUNDABOUT



COMPARISON Capacity Analysis



COMPARISON Capacity Analysis

SIGNAL

ROUNDABOUT



COMPARISON Queue Analysis

Signal – Potential to Queue on tracks Roundabout – No Queues on tracks



COMPARISON Queue Analysis

Signal – Potential to Queue on tracks Roundabout – No Queues on tracks

SIGNAL ROUNDABOUT



COMPARISON Railroad Warning Devices



COMPARISON Railroad Warning Devices

SIGNAL

ROUNDABOUT



COMPARISON Sight Distance

Signal – OK Roundabout – OK



COMPARISON Sight Distance

Signal – OK Roundabout – OK

SIGNAL ROUNDABOUT



COMPARISON Fastest Path

Signal – FAST!
Roundabout – SLOW 
(meets FHWA criteria)



COMPARISON Fastest Path

Signal – Pedestrian Crossings
Roundabout – Pedestrian 

Crossings



COMPARISON Fastest Path

Signal – FAST!
Roundabout – SLOW 
(meets FHWA criteria)

SIGNAL ROUNDABOUT



COMPARISON Escape Routes

Signal – OK Roundabout – OK



COMPARISON Escape Routes

Signal – OK Roundabout – OK

SIGNAL ROUNDABOUT



ROUNDABOUT
Queue Storage



COMPARISON Driver Decision Points

Signal – Many due to 
turn lanes and signal phases

Roundabout – Few due to 
simplicity of single-lane roundabout



COMPARISON Driver Decision Points

Signal – Many due to 
turn lanes and signal phases

Roundabout – Few due to 
simplicity of single-lane roundabout

SIGNAL ROUNDABOUT



COMPARISON Track Expansion

Signal – Potential for 
Trucks to Queue on Tracks

Roundabout – No Issues



COMPARISON Track Expansion

Signal – Potential for 
Trucks to Queue on Tracks

Roundabout – No Issues

SIGNAL ROUNDABOUT



COMPARISON Maintenance

Signal – 535’ Total Crossing Roundabout – 214’ Total Crossing



COMPARISON Maintenance

Signal – 535’ Total Crossing Roundabout – 214’ Total Crossing

SIGNAL ROUNDABOUT



COMPARISON Construction and Right-of-Way

Signal

• $2.9 Million

• 4.1 Acres

Roundabout

• $3.2 Million

• 4.4 Acres



COMPARISON Construction and Right-of-Way

Signal

• $2.9 Million

• 4.1 Acres

Roundabout

• $3.2 Million

• 4.4 Acres

ROUNDABOUTSIGNAL



RANKING MATRIX

Neutral = 0

Worst = -1 to -2

Best = 1 or 2



RANKING MATRIX

Neutral = 0

Worst = -1 to -2

Best = 1 or 2



PROJECT TIMELINE

2014 2018

Corridor 

Environmental Document

COMPLETE 2012

2010

Design Start

2009

Modified Intersection To 

Roundabout

2013
Hadley Roundabout Road Construction

COMPLETE 11/30/2018

INDOT Rail Order 

To Construct Roundabout

2014

Begin Hadley Roundabout Construction

7/15/2018

Railroad Crossings 

Open/Road Open To Public

3/1/2019













Roundabouts and Regional Pathways
Hillary Isebrands, PE, PhD

FHWA Office of Technical Services, Resource Center, 
Safety and Design Team

720-545-4367
Hillary.Isebrands@dot.gov

Photo credits: Hillary Isebrands



Locations of Discussion for Today
• Tahoe City, CA (west shore of Lake Tahoe)
• Grand Teton National Park, WY
• Eagle County, CO 
• Austin, TX

Photo source: Hillary Isebrands



Tahoe City, CA (Placer County)

https://www.tahoetransportation.org/fanny-new-1

https://www.tahoetransportation.org/fanny-new-1


Tahoe City, CA West Roundabout



Tahoe City, “Wye” Roundabout

Rendering credits:  TTD & Design Workshop



Lake Tahoe Roundabouts & Bicycle Facilities

https://monitoring.laketahoeinfo.org/MonitoringSite/Detail/49

Photo source: Hillary Isebrands

https://monitoring.laketahoeinfo.org/MonitoringSite/Detail/49


Dogs, Bus Riders, Bikers, Walkers….All at 
Roundabouts!

Video source: Hillary Isebrands






Grand Teton 
National Park 
Pathways Project

Photo source: Hillary Isebrands



Grand Teton National Park Pathways Project

Image Source: Grand Teton National Park

https://www.jhnewsandguide.com/opinion/letters/letters-to-the-editor/article_3e51f4eb-f668-
50f6-a67a-a5260272a7bf.html

https://www.jhnewsandguide.com/opinion/letters/letters-to-the-editor/article_3e51f4eb-f668-50f6-a67a-a5260272a7bf.html


Eagle County, Colorado 

https://www.eaglecounty.us/Trails/Documents/Edwards_to_Vail_021017_BW/https://vimeo.com/351489847

https://www.eaglecounty.us/Trails/Documents/Edwards_to_Vail_021017_BW/
https://vimeo.com/351489847


Austin, Texas Parks & Recreation Trails

Photo source: Hillary Isebrands
http://www.austintexas.gov/sites/default/files/files/Parks/GIS/AnnRoyButlerTrailUpdate.pdf

http://www.austintexas.gov/sites/default/files/files/Parks/GIS/AnnRoyButlerTrailUpdate.pdf


Roundabouts and Pathways
• Roundabouts and Bicycles live in harmony across the world
• Hundreds of examples exist where pathways cross roundabout 

approaches
• You can find bicycle roundabouts along pathways in dozens on 

communities
• Roundabouts save lives!

Photo source: Hillary Isebrands



National Roundabouts Week

September 16-20, 2019 

#RoundaboutsWeek

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/19summer/index.cfm

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/19summer/index.cfm


Thank you!
Hillary Isebrands, PE, PhD

FHWA Office of Technical Services, Resource Center, 
Safety and Design Team

720-545-4367
Hillary.Isebrands@dot.gov

Photo credits: Hillary Isebrands



Today’s Participants
• Doug McClanahan, Washington Department of Transportation, 

mcclando@wsdot.wa.gov

• Mike McBride, America StructurePoint Inc.,
mmcbride@structurepoint.com

• Mike Maurovich, American StructurePoint Inc., 
MMaurovich@structurepoint.com

• Hillary Isebrnads, Federal Highway Safety Administration, 
hillary.isebrands@dot.gov

• Daniel Spann, Barge Design Solutions, 
Daniel.Spann@bargedesign.com

mailto:mcclando@wsdot.wa.gov
mailto:mmcbride@structurepoint.com
mailto:MMaurovich@structurepoint.com
mailto:hillary.isebrands@dot.gov
mailto:Daniel.Spann@bargedesign.com


Panelists Presentations

http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/webinars/190829.pdf

After the webinar, you will receive a follow-up email 
containing a link to the recording

http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/webinars/190829.pdf


Get Involved with TRB
• Getting involved is free!
• Join a Standing Committee  (http://bit.ly/2jYRrF6)
• Become a Friend of a Committee 

(http://bit.ly/TRBcommittees)
– Networking opportunities
– May provide a path to become a Standing Committee 

member
• Sponsoring Committee: ANB75
• For more information: www.mytrb.org

– Create your account
– Update your profile

http://bit.ly/2jYRrF6
http://bit.ly/TRBcommittees
http://www.mytrb.org/
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